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Introduction and Authorship 1 

My name is Will Cleveland and I am a principal at Reshape Infrastructure Strategies, a Vancouver-based 2 

consulting firm active in the utility sector. I have prepared this report in response to a request from 3 

Borden Ladner Gervais (“BLG”) for an opinion regarding the issues set out below, related to FortisBC 4 

Alternative Energy Service Inc.’s1 (“FAES”) thermal energy service provided to Delta School District No. 5 

37 (the “Project”).  6 

I am aware that I have a duty to assist the British Columbia Utilities Commission (“BCUC”) and not be an 7 

advocate for any party. I have prepared this report in conformity with my duty to the BCUC. If I am 8 

called upon to give oral or written testimony in relation to this matter, I will give that testimony in 9 

conformity with my duty to the BCUC. I am solely responsible for the content of this report and the 10 

opinions expressed herein.  11 

Qualifications 12 

I graduated from Georgetown University with an undergraduate degree in 2004. I received a Master’s 13 

Degree from the London School of Economics in 2008. Since 2010 I have worked as a consultant in the 14 

utility sector. My work includes financial and business case analysis, utility regulation, contract 15 

negotiation, and strategic planning. The majority of my work has been with regulated energy systems in 16 

British Columbia.  17 

                                                           
1 The Project was originally developed by FortisBC Energy Inc. (“FEI”) before being moved from FEI to FortisBC 
Alternative Energy Service Inc. (“FAES”). For simplicity, throughout this report I have referred to the utility 
providing the Project as FAES.  
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I have previously provided expert testimony to the BCUC as part of Creative Energy’s Application for a 1 

CPCN for a Low Carbon Neighbourhood Energy System for Northeast False Creek and Chinatown 2 

Neighbourhoods of Vancouver, and as part of FortisBC Inc.’s application for 2017 Cost of Service Analysis 3 

and Rate Design.  4 

My full CV is attached as Appendix A.  5 

Issues, Instructions, and Facts & Assumptions 6 

I have provided an opinion on the unit cost of service from the Project, the thermal energy forecast for 7 

the Project, and the cost of energy from the heat pump-based sources included in the Project. My 8 

instructions are set out in a letter from BLG, which I have attached to this report as Appendix B.  9 

In developing this report, I have relied on the record from the current proceeding and prior proceedings 10 

related to the Project including the original 2011 CPCN Proceeding, the 2013/14 Revenue Requirements 11 

and Cost of Service Rate Application, and the 2015/16 Revenue Requirements and Cost of Service Rate 12 

Application.  13 

Opinion 14 

This is a complex project, so before addressing the questions in Appendix B, I would like to provide some 15 

definitions and clarify some terminology.  16 

Definitions and Terminology 17 

End-Use Thermal Energy vs Fuel Input. “End-use energy” or “end-use thermal energy” refers to 18 

the actual thermal energy service provided by the Project. “Fuel use” is the fuel input used to 19 

produce the thermal energy output. In the case of gas boilers, the fuel input (natural gas) 20 

exceeds the thermal energy output due to losses. In the case of heat pump-based systems, the 21 

fuel input (electricity) is or should be less than the thermal energy output, as a share of energy is 22 

provided by an additional source such as a ground source loop. Both thermal energy and fuel 23 

inputs are measured in energy units. To minimize confusion, I have used the term “energy” to 24 

refer to thermal energy unless otherwise indicated. I use the terms “fuel” or “fuel input” when 25 

referring to fuel.   26 

Annual Revenue Requirement vs Unit Revenue Requirement. A thermal energy utility’s annual 27 

revenue requirement can be thought of in absolute terms (i.e. the total dollar amount, per year) 28 
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or in unit cost terms (i.e. $ per MWh of end-use energy). An annual revenue requirement does 1 

not necessarily tell the entire story because low output from a project can lead to significantly 2 

higher costs per unit of energy.  3 

Primary Side vs Secondary Side. Thermal energy utility service is typically referred to as the 4 

“primary side”. The configuration of the thermal energy distribution system within the building 5 

is typically referred to as the “customer side” or “secondary side”. The secondary side is 6 

important in design and operations. For example, the secondary side may be configured in a 7 

way that requires the primary side to supply heat at a minimum temperature. This in turn can 8 

restrict the utility’s ability to rely on lower temperature resources that may not be able to meet 9 

the temperature requirements of the secondary side.  10 

Additionally, I would like to identify several issues and unusual features specific to the Project, and offer 11 

some observations that are relevant to the rest of my report.  12 

Project-Specific Issues and Observations 13 

DSD Equipment and Gas Reimbursement Amounts. When developing the Project, the parties 14 

understood that there would be ongoing natural gas consumption by equipment (“DSD 15 

Equipment”) owned by the Delta School District (“DSD”). As part of the operation of the Project, 16 

FAES receives the entire gas bill for each of the sites but some of the gas consumption is 17 

associated with DSD Equipment. This gas is not metered separately so the parties developed an 18 

estimate of the gas consumption by DSD Equipment (“gas reimbursement”). The billing breaks 19 

this out separately from FAES’ cost of service2. The gas reimbursement amounts have not been 20 

updated; as discussed in more detail below, it is likely that they under-estimate the gas 21 

consumption by DSD Equipment.  22 

Limited Meter Data. The above issue highlights a general challenge in evaluating the Project, 23 

which is that there is a limited amount of metered data. Figure 1 illustrates the flow of fuel and 24 

thermal energy, and the meter locations for a typical Project site with heat pump-based 25 

systems3. The only things actually being metered are: electricity consumption by the FAES 26 

Equipment, total natural gas consumption (including, without any sub-metering, FAES 27 

                                                           
2 Original CPCN Proceeding, Exhibit B-1, S. 6.3.8 (pp 46-47 including sample bill).  
3 For a Project site without heat pump-based systems, this diagram would look very similar except the electricity 
meter and heat pump portions would be removed.  
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Equipment and DSD Equipment), and thermal energy delivered by the FAES Equipment. There is 1 

no information available on sub-metered gas consumption, no metered breakdown of how 2 

much thermal energy is provided by the FAES heat pumps vs by the FAES boilers, and no meter 3 

data on how much thermal energy is being provided by the DSD Equipment.  There was also 4 

very limited meter data available before the Project was set up. The only information available 5 

was on fuel consumption. This potential source of forecast error has contributed to the above-6 

described gas reimbursement issue, and also makes it challenging to confirm equipment output 7 

and efficiencies.  8 

Figure 1: Meter Locations, Typical Project Site with Heat Pump Systems 9 

  10 

District Deferral Account. FAES has a deferral account, which referred to as the District Deferral 11 

Account (“DDA”). It accumulates all differences between the cost of service and the revenues 12 

received from DSD. Thus far, all revenues have been based on the Market Rate (“MR”), which is 13 

tied to a natural gas price index. The revenues collected have been lower than anticipated for 14 

two reasons: the level of the index has fallen, and the Project has provided far less thermal 15 

energy to DSD than forecast. To date, all shortfalls between revenue collected under the MR 16 

and the annual cost of service (no matter the reason for the variance) have accumulated in the 17 

DDA.   18 
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Cost of Service and Rate Design Complexity. In addition to the gas reimbursement amounts 1 

described above, the Project includes a complicated discount. The “SD 37 Rate Rider” is a 2 

discount of $18 per MWh of end-use thermal energy. This was negotiated by the parties and has 3 

been applied to the MR. What is unusual is that this discount appears to continue even if the 4 

Project has switched to Cost of Service rates. For each year, FAES calculates a cost of service, 5 

adds the amortization of the DDA balance, adds the recovery of the prior year’s discount, and 6 

then credits the discount for the current year4. This is a significant additional complication, and 7 

it is not clear to me what purpose it serves. The Cost of Service Rate (as used in FAES’ materials) 8 

includes the amortization of the DDA and the recovery of the prior year’s discount, but does not 9 

include the discount applied in the current year. To avoid confusion, in my response to Question 10 

1 I refer to the “unit cost of service”, which is the annual cost of service before the amortization 11 

of the DDA, divided by thermal energy sales in MWh. This enables an apples-to-apples 12 

comparison of the underlying cost drivers of the Project.  13 

 14 

Question 1: Please compare the original projection of the cost of service for the thermal energy 15 

project with DSD (the “Project”) with the actual cost of service for the Project.  16 

The original CPCN application included a working spreadsheet with the unit cost of service ($ per unit of 17 

energy) before the amortization of the DDA. I have compared that against the most recent unit cost of 18 

service information provided by FAES, again excluding the amortization of the DDA5. I present all values 19 

in $ per MWh.  20 

The original cost of service projection was based on a range of assumptions. Some of them are within 21 

FAES’ control and some of them are not. One thing outside FAES’ control is the rate paid for fuel inputs 22 

such as natural gas and electricity6. Using the most recent information in the current application, I have 23 

                                                           
4 See e.g. Current Application, Exhibit B-1-1, Appendix A, Table 3 (p 6). The “Cost of Service Rate” includes 
amortization of the DDA and the “Prior Year Rate Rider Discount”, i.e. the recovery from DSD of the discount from 
the prior year, but does not include the current year’s discount. For 2018/19 (when FAES is seeking the Cost of 
Service Rate), the “Effective Rate” is less than the “Cost of Service Rate” because the Effective Rate includes the 
discount applied to the rate in the current year.  
5 Based on the updated information provided in Exhibit B-1-1 of the Current Application.  
6 It is important to note that total fuel costs are a combination of the rates paid for fuel inputs, and the efficiency 
of the FAES Equipment and the way the FAES Equipment is dispatched (i.e. the use of boilers vs heat pumps). 
While the rates paid for fuel are out of FAES’ control, the efficiency of the FAES Equipment and the ability to 
dispatch the FAES Equipment is much more within FAES’ control.  
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extracted the actual rates paid for fuel by the Project since the first year of service and re-calculated 1 

what the original cost of service projection would have been if at the time FAES had perfect information 2 

about future natural gas and electricity rates. This is a way to correct for variances in natural gas and 3 

electricity rates, indicating whether the difference between the original projected unit cost of service 4 

and the actual unit cost of service is due to variances in these rates, or other factors.  5 

The updated information is based on the current application. It includes actual values through 2016/17, 6 

an updated forecast for 2017/18, and a weather-adjusted forecast for 2018/19. I have modified FAES’ 7 

cost of service information to exclude the amortized cost of the DDA. In my view, this enables a 8 

comparison between the original projection and the actuals, based on the fundamental cost drivers of 9 

the Project.  10 

Table 1 provides all of these values as well as the ratio of the actual unit cost of service (excluding the 11 

DDA amortization) against the original projected unit cost of service updated for fuel cost variances. 12 

Figure 2 charts the unit cost of service values.   13 

Table 1: Unit Cost of Service: Original Projection vs Actuals. All values $ per MWh. 14 

   15 
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Figure 2: Unit Cost of Service  1 

 2 

As of 2018/19, the Original Projection and the Original Projection – Adjusted for Fuel Rate Variances are 3 

virtually identical. Natural gas prices have been significantly lower than originally forecast, but electricity 4 

costs have been higher, and these impacts appear to have offset one another. If the Project was 5 

operating as expected (in terms of total energy produced, and the reliance on gas boilers vs heat pumps) 6 

the unit cost of service would be very similar to the original projection.  7 

As of 2016/17 (the most recent year for which actuals are available), the unit cost of service (excluding 8 

the amortization of the DDA) was 44% higher than the original forecast unit cost of service adjusted for 9 

fuel rate variances. Based on FAES’ projection for 2018/19, the unit cost of service excluding the 10 

amortization of the DDA will be 24% higher than the adjusted original forecast.  11 

One key question is: what are the drivers of the higher-than-forecast unit cost of service? I have broken 12 

down the sources of the variance for 2016/17, the most recent year for which actual numbers are 13 
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available. For 2016/17, variances in fixed costs, the rates paid for fuel, and equipment dispatch (i.e. the 1 

greater reliance on boilers vs heat pumps) have had a combined impact on the unit cost of service of 2 

+$7 per MWh. The load forecast errors had a combined impact on the unit cost of service of+$45 per 3 

MWh. Figure 3 is a waterfall chart showing the relative contribution of each of these types of changes to 4 

the variance between the CPCN projection, and the actual unit cost of service, for 2016/17.  5 

Figure 3: Sources of Variance Between Original Forecast and Actual 2016/17 Unit Cost of Service per MWh (underlying cost of 6 
service only - excludes amortization of DDA) 7 

 8 

I will also note that the variances discussed above and shown in Figure 3 do not reflect the entire 9 

financial variance from the standpoint of DSD. Firstly, they do not reflect the amortization of the DDA 10 

balance. If DSD had been charged the Cost of Service Rate in 2016/17, total revenues recovered from 11 

DSD would have included the underlying unit cost of service and the amortization of the DDA balance, as 12 

well as the impact of other parts of the rate. The effective rate charged to DSD would have been 13 

significantly higher: $184 per MWh. For comparison, the effective rate for 2016/17 under the original 14 

CPCN Projection (again, including the amortization of the original projected DDA balance, as well as the 15 

impact of other parts of the rate such as the discount) would have been $120 per MWh. Comparing 16 

these effective rates for 2016/17, the variance from forecast to actual was 54%.  17 
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Secondly, one of the main justifications for the Project was that it would reduce DSD’s greenhouse gas 1 

emissions. As a Public Sector Organization (PSO), DSD is required to purchase offsets for all of its 2 

greenhouse gas emissions. As discussed in more detail in the response to Question 3, the Project is 3 

largely reliant on gas boilers (not heat pumps), and has not achieved the targeted level of environmental 4 

performance. This has resulted in higher offset costs for DSD than it would otherwise have incurred. I 5 

have not captured this above as these costs are outside the cost of service, but they are directly related 6 

to the Project. This issue is discussed further in the response to Question 3.  7 

Detailed calculations and sources for the response to Question 1 are shown in Appendix C, and Appendix 8 

C – Attachment 1.  9 

 10 

Question 2: Please opine on whether FEI/FAES made any errors in its thermal energy load forecast 11 

when designing the Project. If you are of the opinion that FEI/FAES made errors in its thermal energy 12 

load forecast when designing the Project, please describe the nature and impact of those errors.  13 

The record is clear that FAES made errors in its thermal energy load forecast. FAES’ original forecast was 14 

that the Project would provide 10,605 MWh of thermal energy, but FAES’ current estimate is that the 15 

weather-normalized thermal energy produced by the Project has stabilized at 6,504 MWh per year7 (a -16 

39% variance from the original projection). Moreover, during prior years, the variance in the load 17 

forecast was even greater as shown in Figure 4. In 2013/14, the variance was -56%. Moreover, this large 18 

variance in load has occurred despite the parties having added two sites to the Project. While the 19 

Project was originally intended to serve 19 sites, it now serves 21 sites8.  20 

                                                           
7 Current Application, Exhibit B-4, response to BCUC IR 1.5.1, p 30, lines 20-22.  
8 Current Application, Exhibit B-3, Attachment 1.4, “Thermal Energy” tab has the complete list of sites. Devon 
Gardens and Sunshine Hills are the two sites that were not included in the original CPCN application.  
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Figure 4: Thermal Energy Load Served by FAES, Original Projection vs Actuals 1 

 2 

The -39% variance in the load forecast can be attributed to two different errors that I have labeled Load 3 

Forecast Error 1 and Load Forecast Error 2:  4 

 Load Forecast Error 1 – FAES over-estimated how much of the DSD sites thermal energy would 5 

be supplied by the FAES Equipment, rather than by the DSD Equipment. This error represents 6 

actual load that the DSD sites have had and continue to have, and which FAES represented could 7 

and would be met by FAES Equipment but which cannot be met by the FAES Equipment due to 8 

the pre-existing secondary side configuration of the DSD sites, and instead is met by DSD 9 

Equipment. In my view this error is particularly problematic as it is actual, existing load that FAES 10 

represented would be met by the Project.  11 

 Load Forecast Error 2 – FAES over-estimated the total thermal energy demand of the DSD sites 12 

(i.e. they did not develop an accurate estimate of the weather-adjusted thermal energy load of 13 

the sites). Thermal energy load was estimated using gas consumption from prior years, so FAES 14 

likely over-estimated the efficiency of the existing equipment9. In prior proceedings, FAES has 15 

mentioned the impact of the BC Teachers’ Strike10, but this was a one-off event that occurred in 16 

                                                           
9 Current Application, Exhibit B-3, response to DSD IR 1.1.1, p 3, lines 12-19.  
10 2015-16 DSD RRA Proceeding, Exhibit B-1, pp 7-8. 
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2014 and could not have impacted FAES’ original load forecast or the variance in the Project’s 1 

other years. I see no evidence in the BCUC filings for this Project that DSD’s load has been 2 

reduced through demand-side measures such as building envelope upgrades. 3 

Unfortunately, there is not sufficient information on the record to determine how much of the load 4 

forecast variance is due to Load Forecast Error 1 vs Load Forecast Error 2. However, there is evidence to 5 

support the conclusion that both of these types of errors contributed to the -39% variance in load 6 

served by the Project.  7 

As noted above, FAES receives all of the gas bills for each site, but some of that gas is consumed by DSD 8 

Equipment, not FAES Equipment. As shown in Line 3 of Table 2, the original estimated gas 9 

reimbursement amount was 757 MWh per year. The original financial model for the Project assumed 10 

that the DSD’s pre-existing gas-fired equipment had an efficiency of 65%11. I have assumed that the gas 11 

reimbursement amounts were originally assumed to be for DSD Equipment providing thermal energy, 12 

and I have applied that same 65% efficiency to the 757 MWh of gas reimbursement to arrive at an 13 

original projected thermal energy output by DSD Equipment of 493 MWh. This implies that at the time 14 

of the original analysis, the total thermal energy demand of the DSD sites, including estimated thermal 15 

energy to be provided by the Project plus that thermal energy provided by DSD Equipment, was forecast 16 

to be 11,098 MWh per year, of which 10,605 MWh would be served by the Project via FAES Equipment. 17 

                                                           
11 Original CPCN Application, Exhibit B-1, Appendix D, "Energy System Summary" tab, cell O22 shows the 
assumption for the school district’s pre-existing gas consumption: 58,607 GJ per year or 16,280 MWh. This was 
assumed to provide 10,605 MWh of thermal energy service. 10,605 / 16,280 = 65% efficiency. In Exhibit B-3, 
response to DSD IR 1.1.1 in the current application, FAES cites a slightly different efficiency number which also 
includes electricity as an input. For the purposes of this calculation, the efficiency of converting natural gas to 
thermal energy is the relevant number. In all references to Original CPCN Application, Exhibit B-1, Appendix D, I am 
referring to the live spreadsheet model.  
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Table 2: Estimated Original Projection of Total Thermal Energy Demand Including from Non-Project Equipment 1 

 2 

The actual result has been quite different. FAES estimates that the thermal energy service provided by 3 

the Project has stabilized at 6,504 MWh. As illustrated in Figure 1 and noted above, due to the limited 4 

amount of metered data, there are multiple possible reasons for this large variance. In theory, it all 5 

could be due to Load Forecast 2. However, there are two pieces of evidence that suggest that the 6 

variance is at least in part due to Load Forecast Error 1:  7 

1. Prior Statement by FAES. By the time of the 2015-16 Revenue Requirement proceeding for the 8 

Project, FAES had already once reduced the forecast thermal energy load, from 10,605 MWh down to 9 

7,892 MWh. In the 2015-16 proceeding, FAES reduced the thermal energy load forecast further to 5,443 10 

MWh and offered the following statement:  11 

“FAES believes that the following factors contributed to the variance between the 2014/15 12 

thermal load it submitted last year (7,892 MWh) and the one found in this Application. First, 13 

based on the review of the design files, it would appear that despite best attempts by the design 14 

team, the previous load forecast included thermal load supplied by equipment other than FAES’ 15 

                                                           
12 Current Application, Exhibit B-3, Attachment 1.4, "Reimbursements" tab, cell B23. In all references to Current 
Application, Exhibit B-3, Attachment 1.4, I am referring to the working spreadsheet.  
13 Original CPCN Application, Exhibit B-1, Appendix D, "Energy System Summary" tab, cell R22 
14 Based on year 2, when thermal energy output is fully phased in. Original CPCN Application, Exhibit B-1, Section 
6.3.3, Table 4, total Thermal Energy value at bottom of table. 
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thermal energy systems. Equipment such as gas-fired Make-Up-Air or Air Source Heat Pumps 1 

with natural gas peaking and backup are owned and operated by the DSD and are not part of 2 

the thermal energy systems owned by FAES. As a result, the previous forecast has been 3 

overestimated [i.e. Load Forecast Error 1]. Second, FAES notes that the 2014/15 thermal load is 4 

partly based on historical data. Therefore, the 2014 summer load was affected by the teachers’ 5 

strike and the cancellation of evening classroom sessions, factors contributing to the thermal 6 

load being less than forecast. FAES anticipates that with more historical data available as the 7 

systems operate the load forecast will become more refined in subsequent DSD RRA 8 

submissions.15”  9 

In other words, FAES has acknowledged that it did not properly capture how much thermal energy load 10 

the FAES Equipment would be serving due to the configuration of the DSD sites.  11 

In the current proceeding, FAES has claimed that all of the error in the load forecast is due to FAES 12 

having over-estimated the efficiency of DSD’s existing equipment (i.e. due to Load Forecast Error 2)16. 13 

However FAES has provided no explanation for its earlier admission. Additionally, and as noted below, 14 

the actual gas consumption data is further evidence that Load Forecast Error 1 contributed to the overall 15 

load forecast variance.  16 

2. Actual Gas Consumption Data. The natural gas consumption by the Project is very high, compared to 17 

the amount of thermal energy being provided by FAES. As shown in Table 3, if the gas reimbursement 18 

amounts are correct (i.e. Load Forecast Error 1 was zero), then the efficiency of the FAES boilers would 19 

be only 66%. While not impossible, this would be much lower than FAES’ forecast average boiler 20 

efficiency of 93.6%17.  21 

                                                           
15 2015-16 DSD RRA Proceeding, Exhibit B-1, pp 7-8.  
16 Current Application, Exhibit B-3, p 3, lines 7-27.  
17 See Appendix D, Attachment 2, Tab 1, cell E36.  
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Table 3: Updated Estimate of Total Thermal Energy Demand Including from Non-Project Equipment (Based on Stable, Weather-1 

Adjusted Demand as of 2018/19) 2 

 3 

A possible alternative explanation is that the total gas consumption seems high because the DSD 4 

Equipment is far less efficient than was assumed. This would mean that the load served by the DSD 5 

Equipment is the same as FAES had originally forecast (and therefore Load Forecast Error 1 is zero), but 6 

the gas consumption by the DSD Equipment is higher due to lower-than-expected efficiency of the DSD 7 

Equipment. However, in my view this is unlikely given the scale of the variance in gas consumption. If 8 

the efficiency of the gas-fired FAES Equipment is 93.6% as was projected by FAES, then the direct gas 9 

consumption by the FAES Equipment is 6,152 MWh, which implies an additional 2,554 MWh of gas 10 

consumption that is unaccounted for. This is so much larger than the 757 MWh included in the gas 11 

reimbursement estimate that it is unlikely that low efficiency in the DSD Equipment could be the only 12 

source of the variance and further suggests that Load Forecast Error 1 contributed to the variance.  13 

Unfortunately, given the limited metered data available, it is not possible to assess how much of the 14 

load forecast variance is due to Load Forecast Error 1 vs Load Forecast Error 2.  15 

Utilities’ loads can vary from forecast amounts for a variety of reasons. Load forecast variances are best 16 

divided into two categories: short-term volatility, and inaccurate estimates of the underlying weather-17 

adjusted load. Volatility includes the impact of weather as well as short-term variances such as a 18 

temporary strike. Inaccurate estimates of the underlying weather-adjusted load can be due to 19 

insufficient due diligence. Existing utilities may also face step changes in the weather-adjusted load. For 20 

                                                           
18 Exhibit B-1-1, Appendix A, Schedule 3, Line 4. This shows 31,344 GJ of gas consumption for 2018/19. 31,344 GJ x 
0.2778 MWh / GJ = 8,706 MWh.  
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a thermal energy utility, this might be due to the customer upgrading their building’s envelope, which 1 

permanently reduces the need for thermal energy (and of which I have seen no evidence).  2 

Load forecast variances can be mitigated by utilities undertaking load forecast planning, either with top-3 

down forecasts based on statistical and econometric techniques, or bottom-up forecasts based on 4 

information or assumptions about the specific equipment requiring energy services. For a small system 5 

like the Project, top-down statistical forecasting is not appropriate. A bottom-up forecast is required, and 6 

this was FAES’ approach. FAES developed specific site-by-site load forecasts which took into account each 7 

site’s “unique building characteristics relating to the size, layout, age and physical location of the 8 

building19”. This is generally an appropriate approach for a project of this type, but in my view FAES’ 9 

accuracy is outside a reasonable range, and the magnitude of the errors suggests a reasonable participant 10 

could have made a more accurate forecast.  11 

As illustrated in the response to Question 1, the variance in load served by the Project is the main driver 12 

of the unit cost of service being so much higher than originally forecast. In addition, the Market Rate has 13 

been much lower than originally projected as it is based on a natural gas price index and natural gas 14 

prices have declined significantly. I would assume these combined factors are why the DSD has 15 

continued to take service at the Market Rate instead of switching to the Cost of Service Rate. As noted 16 

previously, the structure of FAES’ deferral account means that all shortfalls between the Market Rate 17 

revenue and the annual cost of service (including shortfalls due load variances) accumulate in the DDA, 18 

the balance of which was forecast to reach $3.8 M by the end of June 201820.  19 

FAES’ position appears to be that DSD should bear 100% of the risk and cost impacts of the load forecast 20 

error as well as the related impact of the MR being lower than forecast. If DSD is required to pay the 21 

entire deferral account balance including FAES’ earned return, not only would FAES not bear any costs 22 

for its errors, but FAES would actually be rewarded for its load forecast errors by getting to earn its full 23 

return on the deferral account balance.  24 

Question 3: Please compare the original projected cost of energy from heat pump-based sources 25 

included in the Project against the actual cost of energy from heat pump-based sources included in 26 

the Project.  27 

                                                           
19 Original CPCN Application, S. 2.4.2 p 18.  
20 Current Application, Exhibit B-1, S. 3.3, p 17, lines 15-17.  
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As discussed previously, it is important to use appropriate metrics for evaluation. In my view, the 1 

levelized cost of energy is an appropriate metric to compare the performance of the heat pump-based 2 

sources against the original forecast. Levelized cost is widely used in the utility industry, and the 3 

approach I have used is consistent with that used both by large utilities such as BC Hydro, as well as with 4 

analysis presented in other recent TES projects reviewed by the Commission, such as UniverCity, River 5 

District Energy, the UBC Neighbourhood District Energy System, and the Burnaby Mountain DE Utility.  6 

A levelized value converts a stream of unit values over time into an equivalent stream of constant unit 7 

values over the same time period.  If done correctly, the present value of the two streams is exactly the 8 

same. The reason to levelize is to provide a convenient way to compare different streams of values by 9 

taking into account the time value of money.  Levelization can be used to compare project alternatives 10 

and is defined as the present value of a project’s costs, divided by the present value of the stream of 11 

energy produced by the project, with both present value calculations relying on the same discount rate.  12 

Levelized cost of energy can be used to assess not only the overall performance of a project, but also the 13 

performance of sub-elements of a project, such as the heat pump-based systems used to serve several 14 

DSD sites. The cost of energy from the heat pump systems21 includes the following:  15 

 Capital costs for all components of the heat pump based systems. These systems include not 16 

only the heat pumps themselves, but also the ground source loop fields, the circulation pumps 17 

for the loop fields, and intrasystem piping and mechanical room piping required to integrate the 18 

heat pump systems with the rest of the thermal energy system.  19 

 Electricity costs. This includes electricity consumed by the heat pumps as well as electricity 20 

consumed by the circulation pumps for the ground loops.  21 

 Maintenance and non-fuel operating costs for the heat pumps, circulation pumps, loop fields, 22 

and associated piping.  23 

Calculating the levelized cost of energy from the heat pump systems requires the above-described 24 

information on costs as well as the total amount of energy produced by the heat pump systems in each 25 

year. I have used a methodology described in detail in Appendix D to calculate: 26 

 the original projected levelized cost of energy from the heat pump-based systems; and 27 

                                                           
21 Most of the heat pump systems are ground-source heat pumps, but there are some air-source heat pumps.  
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 an updated levelized cost of energy from heat pump-based systems based on actual information 1 

to date and a forecast going forward.  2 

As the operation of the Project has now stabilized22, it is reasonable to calculate an updated projection 3 

of the cost of energy from the heat pump-based resources. Some assumptions are required, but they 4 

can be aligned to provide an apples-to-apples comparison. The full details of these calculations are 5 

included in Appendix D. Key issues are noted below:  6 

 Annual Output from Heat Pump-Based Sources. The thermal energy produced by the heat 7 

pump-based sources is not directly metered. That said, there is significant information available 8 

on forecast electricity consumption and actual electricity consumption that can be used to 9 

estimate output from the heat pump units. In the CPCN, the Project was forecast to consume 10 

3,095 MWh of electricity per year, of which 2,889 MWh would be used by the sites with heat 11 

pump-based systems23. FAES has forecast that actual electricity consumption will stabilize at 301 12 

MWh per year, so clearly the utilization of the heat pump systems has been much lower than 13 

forecast. I have used a methodology described in Appendix D to estimate the original forecast 14 

output from the heat pump-based systems and the actual level of output.  15 

 Capital Costs for Heat Pump-Based Systems. The record does not include a full breakdown of all 16 

of the forecast or actual capital costs associated with the heat pump-based systems. As noted 17 

above, the total capital cost includes not only the heat pumps but also the ground source loop 18 

fields, the circulation pumps for the loop fields, and intrasystem piping and mechanical room 19 

piping required to integrate the heat pump systems with the rest of the thermal energy systems. 20 

There is information available on the capital cost of the loop fields and the heat pumps, so this is 21 

what I have included in my calculation of levelized costs. The result is that my calculations do 22 

not capture all capital costs and almost certainly under-estimate both the original projection 23 

and the updated calculation. Moreover, my calculations assume actual capital costs are lower 24 

than the original projection, but this is not necessarily the case as I am simply limited by the 25 

available information. However, my expectation is that including all capital costs in each 26 

calculation would not significantly impact the relative results. If the Commission is of the view 27 

that some or all of the capital costs associated with the heat pump-based systems should be 28 

                                                           
22 Current Application, Exhibit B-4, p 62, lines 22-23.   
23 Based on the stabilized project in year 2.  
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disallowed, then more information is required to identify all capital costs associated with the 1 

heat pump-based systems.   2 

 Electricity Rates. Electricity rates have not exactly matched the assumptions used in the original 3 

projection. To remove this source of discrepancy, I have used the same electricity rates in each 4 

calculation, based on actual electricity rates since the Project’s first year of operations, and an 5 

updated forecast that assumes 3% escalation per year.  6 

Details of the assumptions and calculations are shown in Appendix D, and Appendix D – Attachment 2.    7 

Table 4: Levelized Cost of Heat Pump-Based Systems: Original Projection, and Actuals with Updated Projection 8 

Item 
Calculation #1 – Original 

Projection 

Calculation #2 – Actuals to Date 

and Updated Projection 

Ground Loop Fields $2,629,000 $2,044,000 

Heat Pumps $688,000 $688,000 

Other Pumps (Loop 
Circulation Pumps, etc) 

Unknown Unknown 

Intrasystem Piping Unknown Unknown 

Mechanical Room Piping Unknown Unknown 

Known Capital Costs for 
Heat Pump-Based Sources 

$3,317,000 $2,732,000 

Stabilized, Weather-
Adjusted Annual Output 
from Heat Pump Sources 

7,160 MWh 746 MWh 

Total Annual Thermal 
Energy 

10,605 MWh 6,504 MWh 

Annual Share of Thermal 
Energy from Heat Pumps 

68% 11% 

Discount Rate 7.10% 7.10% 

20 Year Levelized Cost $95 per MWh $471 per MWh 

 9 

Due to low utilization, the levelized cost of energy from the heat pump-based systems has been far 10 

higher than the levelized cost implied in the original forecast. In theory, this can be at least partially 11 
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explained by the reduction in overall thermal energy load, but the load variance is only -39% and the 1 

variance in output from the heat pump systems is -90%24.  2 

Figure 5 illustrates the combined impact of the variance in load described in the response to Question 2, 3 

and the low utilization of the heat pump systems described in the response to Question 3. The Project 4 

was originally intended to provide 10,605 MWh of thermal energy, mostly from the heat pump-based 5 

systems. The project is forecast to stabilize at 6,504 MWh of thermal energy output, nearly all of which 6 

is provided by gas boilers.  7 

Figure 5: Original Projected Thermal Energy Output vs Updated Thermal Energy Output (both based on stabilized, weather-8 
adjusted output) 9 

 10 

Due to the low utilization of the heat pump systems, the greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reductions 11 

from the Project have been lower than originally forecast. Table 5 shows the DSD facilities’ GHG 12 

emissions before the Project, and Table 6 shows their emissions after the Project was implemented. The 13 

                                                           
24 For a discussion of the load variance, see the response to Question 2. Actual stabilized heat pump output of 746 
MWh / original target output of 7,160 MWh = 10%, or a -90% variance.  
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total GHG reduction achieved by the Project is 1,233 tonnes or 42%. Per the CPCN Application, the 1 

intended level of reduction was over 70%25.  2 

Table 5: GHG Emissions Before Implementation of the Project 3 

Line Item Amount Source 

1 
Direct DSD Natural Gas 
MWh 

16,280 
CPCN Application, Exhibit B-1, Appendix 
D, “Energy System Summary” tab, cell 
O22 = 58,607 GJ or 16,280 MWh.  

2 
FAES Equipment Natural 
Gas MWh 

0 
Before the Project, so zero gas 
consumption for FAES Equipment 

3 Total Natural Gas MWh 16,280 Line 1 + Line 2 

4 Electricity MWh 1,301 
CPCN Application, Exhibit B-1, Appendix 
D, “Energy System Summary” tab, cell 
N22 = 4,684 GJ or 1,301 MWh.  

5 
Natural Gas GHG 
Intensity (Tonnes / MWh) 

0.1795 26 

6 
Electricity GHG Intensity 
(Tonnes / MWh) 

0.009 27 

7 Tonnes GHG 2,934 Line 3 x Line 5 + Line 4 x Line 6 

 4 

                                                           
25 Original CPCN Application, Exhibit B-1, S. 1.2.4, p 3, second paragraph.  
26 See https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/environment/climate-change/cng/methodology/2016-17-pso-
methodology.pdf p 12, Table 1. 49.87 kg CO2e / GJ natural gas x 3.6 GJ / MWh = 179.5 kg CO2e / MWh natural gas 
or 0.1795 tonnes / MWh natural gas.  
27 See https://www.bchydro.com/content/dam/BCHydro/customer-portal/documents/corporate/environment-
sustainability/environmental-reports/ghg-intensities-2007-2015.pdf 2015 is the most recent year for which BC 
Hydro has provided a combined GHG intensity. I have used the 2015 “Total Electricity Generation” value of 9 
tonnes CO2e / GWh of electricity, equivalent to 0.009 tonnes / MWh.  

https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/environment/climate-change/cng/methodology/2016-17-pso-methodology.pdf%20p%2012
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/environment/climate-change/cng/methodology/2016-17-pso-methodology.pdf%20p%2012
https://www.bchydro.com/content/dam/BCHydro/customer-portal/documents/corporate/environment-sustainability/environmental-reports/ghg-intensities-2007-2015.pdf
https://www.bchydro.com/content/dam/BCHydro/customer-portal/documents/corporate/environment-sustainability/environmental-reports/ghg-intensities-2007-2015.pdf
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Table 6: GHG Emissions Post-Implementation of the Project (Based on stabilized, weather-adjusted demand) 1 

Line Item Amount Source 

1 
Direct DSD Natural Gas 
MWh 

757 MWh 
See Table 2, Line 3 for source and 
calculation 

2 
FAES Equipment Natural 
Gas MWh 

8,706 MWh 
Current Application, Exhibit B-1-1, 
Appendix A, Schedule 3, Line 4.  

3 Total Natural Gas MWh 9,464 MWh Line 1 + Line 2 

4 Electricity MWh 301 
Current Application, Exhibit B-1-1, 
Appendix A, Schedule 4, Line 3.  

5 
Natural Gas GHG 
Intensity (Tonnes / MWh) 

0.1795 See Table 5 

6 
Electricity GHG Intensity 
(Tonnes / MWh) 

0.009 See Table 5 

7 Tonnes GHG 1,701 Line 3 x Line 5 + Line 4 x Line 6 

8 Reduction in GHG Tonnes 1,233 Table 5 Line 7 – Table 6 Line 7 

9 Reduction % 42% Table 6 Line 8 / Table 5 Line 7 

 2 

This also means the DSD has incurred higher offset costs than it expected to, as offset costs are a 3 

function of the price of offsets and the level of emissions by the school district’s facilities, so the 4 

variance between projected and actual GHG reductions directly translates to greater offset costs by 5 

DSD. A 70% reduction in GHG emissions would have translated to 2,053 tonnes of reductions per year. 6 

Actual reductions are 1,233, or 820 tonnes less than the target. This shortfall translates to a cost impact 7 

on the DSD of over $20,000 per year using the current offset price of $25 per tonne.  8 
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E. wcleveland@reshapestrategies.com 
reshapestrategies.com 

 

 
 

 

Will Cleveland, MSc, Principal 
 

 
 

Summary 

 Experience with pricing and contract negotiation for complex projects 

 High level of analytical skills including business case financial modeling, 

statistical analysis and risk analysis. 

 Broad sector experience including thermal energy systems, water utilities, 

electricity generation, and land use and development. 

 Project management experience involving diverse, interdisciplinary teams. 

 Experience with regulatory principles and practice for regulated utilities. 
 
 
 

Education 

2008 Masters of Real Estate Economics and Finance 

London School of Economics, London UK 
 
 

2004 Bachelor of Science in Foreign Service 

Georgetown University, Washington DC 
 
 
 
 

Summary of Professional Experience 

2013 – Present Principal Reshape Infrastructure Strategies Ltd 

2010 – 2013 Associate Compass Resource Management Ltd 

2009 Analyst Cloudworks Energy Inc. 

2004 – 2006 Analyst The Fordham Company, Chicago, IL 

 
 

Select Assignments 

 Part of advisory team to Creative Energy on applying for a Certificate of Public 
Convenience and Necessity (CPCN) from the BC Utilities Commission for the 
redevelopment of the Beatty Plant site.  

 Economic and contract negotiation advisor to Metro Vancouver on effluent heat 
recovery project in North Vancouver 

 Economic and contract negotiation advisor to Vancouver-based developer to 
negotiate district energy service contracts for new projects in Calgary and Toronto 



Reshape Infrastructure Strategies Ltd. 
925 – 409 Granville St. 

Vancouver, B.C. V6C 1T2 Canada 
T. 778-383-1212 

E. info@reshapestrategies.com 
reshapestrategies.com 

 
 Part of advisory team to Creative Energy on applying for a Certificate of Public 

Convenience and Necessity (CPCN) from the BC Utilities Commission for the 
Northeast False Creek Neighbourhood Energy System.  

 Part of team for Creative Energy’s feasibility study for a low-carbon fuel switch of 
the Vancouver steam network. This study work was co-funded by the City of 
Vancouver and a grant from the Federation of Canadian Municipalities. 

 Part of advisory team to Simon Fraser University Facilities regarding shared plant 
with Corix’ University district energy system.   

 Advisor to ENMAX on district energy expansion opportunities. 

 Advisor to Surrey City Energy on developing a Rate Review Panel. 

 Part of advisory team to Creative Energy Canada on purchase of Central Heat in 
Vancouver, BC and on expansion opportunities throughout downtown Vancouver. 

 Advisor to City of Chilliwack on rate design for the City’s municipal water utility. 

 Phase 1 screening study for Metro Vancouver Housing Corporation on district 

energy opportunities related to redevelopment of Heather Place site. Technical 

options include integration with Vancouver General Hospital plant. 

 Advisor to Central Heat, City of Vancouver, and Port Metro Vancouver on 

alternative energy options for the existing Central Heat network and large 

industrial users on Burrard Inlet. 

 Phase 2 screening analysis for University of British Columbia on district energy 

opportunities in the South Campus area, including waste heat recovery from the 

Triumf accelerator. 

 Advisor to Parklane Homes on development of business case for River District 

Energy and on negotiations with Metro Vancouver regarding use of waste 

heat. Provided support for RDE’s application to the BC Utilities Commission 

for a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity, and support on 

responses to information requests. 

 Advisor to City of Surrey on district energy opportunities in the Central City 

area, including the new City Hall geoexchange system and a proposed large-

scale system in Central City. Provided ongoing support to staff during project 

implementation. 

 Developed business cases for Capital Regional District for multiple waste heat 

recovery opportunities from trunk sewers in the Greater Victoria area. 

 Screening analysis for fuel switch opportunity for Lower Mainland Consolidated 

Health Authorities for a large hospital campus in Vancouver, BC, and continued 

support for the Health Authorities as they have negotiated with a proponent and 

sought internal approval for implementing the project. 

 Provided support and quantitative analysis for phase 2 screening analysis of 

waste heat recovery opportunity in Saint John, NB. 

 Provided analytical support for phase 2 analysis of district heating opportunity in 

 Yellowknife, NT, including use of waste heat from an abandoned mine. 

 Provided analytical support for pre-feasibility study for expansion of district 

energy system in Revelstoke, BC. 
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 Screening analysis (Phase 2) for district energy in the Northeast False Creek 

area of Vancouver, including integration with existing district energy systems and 

opportunities to supplement with alternative energy sources. 

 Screening analysis (Phase 1) of district energy opportunities and options 

for South Waterfront redevelopment area of Portland, including Oregon 

Health Sciences University Schnitzer Campus (Portland Development 

Commission and OHSU). 

 Supported phase 2 analysis of district heating opportunities in Squamish, 

BC, with technical options including biomass and ocean heat recovery. 

 Developed financial proformas for multiple run-of-river hydroelectric 

opportunities in British Columbia for Vancouver-based independent power 

producer.  
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Appendix C 1 

This Appendix, including the attached spreadsheet (Attachment 1), provides supporting calculations and 2 

sources for the information presented in my response to Question 1. In Attachment 1, all inputs drawn 3 

from elsewhere are highlighted, and I have included notes with my sources.  4 

Tab 1 provides the original projected unit cost of service, and updates it to reflect actual fuel rates.  5 

Tab 2 provides the actual unit cost of service, excluding the amortization of the DDA.  6 

Tab 3 has a table and chart illustrating the values calculated on Tab 1 and Tab 2.  7 

Tab 4 calculates the sources of the variance in the unit cost of service for a sample year (2016/17).  8 

Tab 5 has notes with my sources.  9 

One note on the calculations: the original projected cost of service (shown in Attachment 1, Tab 1) 10 

includes a line for “Amortization”. This line has negative values. This does not represent the 11 

amortization of the DDA. Instead, this represents the amortization of the contribution in aid of 12 

construction (CIAC) provided by the DSD. In the actual cost of service values (shown in Attachment 1, 13 

Tab 2) the impact of the CIAC is captured within the other capital charges such as Depreciation and 14 

Earned Return; it is not broken out separately.  15 
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Appendix D 1 

This appendix, including the attached spreadsheet (Attachment 2), provides calculations of the original 2 

projected levelized cost of energy from the heat pump-based systems, and an updated levelized cost of 3 

energy from the heat pump-based systems based on actuals to date and an updated forecast, as 4 

discussed in the response to Question 3.  5 

Attachment 2 has the detailed calculations. In Attachment 2 all inputs drawn from elsewhere are 6 

highlighted and I have included notes with my sources.  7 

On Tab 1, I use information from the original CPCN Application to calculate the original projected 8 

thermal energy output from the heat pump-based systems, and the original projected efficiency of the 9 

heat pump-based systems (referred to as Coefficient of Performance or COP). The original application 10 

did not explicitly identify the thermal energy output from the heat pump-based systems, so I have 11 

calculated it using the following steps:  12 

1. Calculate thermal energy output at sites without heat pump-based systems (i.e. sites heated 13 

only by gas boilers) [2,582 MWh] 14 

2. Calculate gas input at sites without heat pump-based systems [2,760 MWh fuel] 15 

3. Calculate assumed gas boiler efficiency at sites without heat pump-based systems (Step 1 / Step 16 

2). I have assumed this same gas boiler efficiency applies to all sites served by the Project 17 

[93.6%] 18 

4. Multiply total gas consumption at all sites by gas boiler efficiency (calculated in Step 4) to 19 

calculate total gas boiler thermal energy output. [3,444 MWh] 20 

5. Subtract gas boiler thermal energy output from total thermal energy output of 10,605 MWh to 21 

calculate thermal energy output from heat pump-based systems. [7,160 MWh] 22 

6. Calculate electricity input at sites with heat pump-based systems [2,889 MWh] 23 

7. Divide thermal energy output from heat pump-based systems by electricity input at heat pump-24 

based system sites to calculate COP of heat pump-based systems [2.48] 25 

On Tab 2 I use the information calculated on Tab 1 plus available information on capital costs and O&M 26 

costs, to calculate the original projected levelized cost of energy. This has been updated with actual 27 

electricity prices and a revised electricity price forecast, to remove electricity prices as a source of 28 

variance.  29 

On Tab 3 I use the information calculated on Tab 1 plus other available information to calculate an 30 

updated levelized cost of energy reflecting actuals to date, and an updated forecast. This calculation 31 

uses the same stream of electricity prices as is used in Tab 2.  32 

Tab 4 calculates the actual effective rate paid for electricity and provides a forecast future effective rate 33 

assuming 3% escalation per year. BC Hydro has not provided a long-term rate forecast. In my view this is 34 

a reasonable forecast for the foreseeable future.  35 

One methodology note: the original application used calendar years (i.e. 2012, 2013, etc) but FAES’ 36 

reporting now uses the DSD fiscal year, which ends June 30. In the table I have compared the first year 37 

of actual values provided by FAES (2012/13) with the first year of projected values in the original CPCN 38 

(2012), etc.  39 
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Other observations:  1 

 Heat Pump Coefficient of Performance. As shown in Tab 1, the information included with the 2 

original CPCN Application implied a COP for the heat pump-based systems of 2.48. In a later 3 

proceeding, FAES was asked about COPs and its response assumed a COP of 3.51. However, FAES 4 

also stated it did not have thermal energy output information, and it did not provide any backup 5 

for this COP value, so I have used the COP assumption from the original CPCN application as I 6 

have calculated on Tab 1.   7 

 Gas Boiler Efficiency. The financial model included with the original CPCN Application provided a 8 

column with efficiency values for the Project by site2, but these values were calculated as 9 

[Thermal Energy Output] / [Gas Input + Electricity Input]. Calculating the amount of thermal 10 

energy provided by natural gas requires using [Thermal Energy Output] / [Gas Input], and that is 11 

the approach I have used to arrive at the gas boiler efficiency of 93.6%.  12 

                                                           
1 2015/16 Proceeding, Exhibit B-6, p 6 lines 33-36.  
2 Original CPCN Application, Exhibit B-1, Attachment D, “Energy System Summary” tab, column S.  
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Attention: Mr. Dionysios Rossi (drossi@blg.com) 

Borden Ladner Gervais 
 
Re: Delta School District Mechanical Expert Witness Report 

MCW Project No. 5129 
 
1.0 Introduction 
 

Borden Ladner Gervais (BLG) retained MCW Consultants Ltd. (MCW) to  
provide expert opinion on mechanical systems arising from an application by  
Fortis Alternative Energy Services (FAES) to increase service rates for the  

        plants FAES operates in the Delta School District. 
 

1. This report has been prepared to provide an opinion on the following 
matters:  

 
A detailed description of the engineering and related considerations that  
should reasonably have been taken into account by FEI/FAES (and its  
subcontractors) when: 

 
Q.1.a. evaluating whether geo-exchange heat pump energy systems 

and air-source heating pump energy systems (the “Heat Pump 
Systems”) were appropriate for use in the thermal energy 
project with DSD (the “Project”); and 

 
Q.1.b. designing and building the Heat Pump Systems (including the 

control systems and mechanical equipment) for the Project. 
 

2. Based on my site visits of the Heat Pump Systems located at  
Delview Secondary, Neilson Grove Elementary, and Richardson 
Elementary, and the review of the mechanical drawings for these 
systems and relevant British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) 
filings regarding these systems, provide an opinion on: 

 
Q.2.a. whether the engineering and related considerations described in 

the response to Question 1 above were in fact taken into account 
by FEI/FAES (and its subcontractors) when: 

 
i. evaluating whether the Heat Pump Systems were 

appropriate for use in the Project; and 
 
ii. designing and building the Heat Pump Systems (including 

the control systems and mechanical equipment) for the 
Project; and 
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Q.2.b. whether the Heat Pump Systems for the Project, as designed and constructed, can perform 
as promised by FEI/FAES in its application to the BCUC for a Certificate of Public 
Convenience and Necessity. 

Refer to (Appendix A) for letter of request from Mr. Dionysios Rossi dated July 16, 2018. 
 

2.0 Authorship 

I, Willie Perez, am solely responsible for the content of the report and the opinions expressed herein. My 
area of expertise is Mechanical Engineering as it relates to mechanical systems in buildings. Please refer 
to my Curriculum Vitae in (Appendix B). 

3.0 Duty of Expert 

In writing this report I am aware that I have a duty to assist the BCUC and not be an advocate for any 
party. I have prepared this report in conformity with my duty to the BCUC. If I am called upon to give oral 
or written testimony in relation to this matter, I will give that testimony in conformity with my duty to the 
BCUC. 

4.0 Facts and Assumptions 

.1 Drawings:  

a) Neilson Grove Elementary (Appendix C) 

- Issued for Tender Mechanical drawings prepared by Keen Engineering dated December 2, 
1999 

- Final Submission Mechanical drawings prepared by Geo-Energie dated August 28, 2012 

b) Richardson Elementary (Appendix D) 

- Issued for Tender Mechanical drawings prepared by Keen Engineering dated April 20, 1998 

- Final Revision Mechanical drawings prepared by Geo Energie dated November 5, 2012 

c) Delview Secondary (Appendix E) 

- Mechanical drawings prepared by Quadra Pacific dated April 26, 1996 

- Issued for Construction Mechanical drawings prepared by Geo Energie dated October 31, 
2013 

.2 Documents: 

a) FortisBC Energy Inc.: Application for a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity (CPCN) 
for Approval of Contracts and Rate for Public Utility Service to provide Thermal Energy Service to 
Delta School District Number 37 (The Application), dated November 28, 2011 (Appendix F). 

b) FEI application for a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity (CPCN) for Approval of 
Contracts and Rates for Public Utility Service to Provide Thermal Energy Service to Delta School 
District 37 as part of IR No. 2 dated January 25, 2012 (Appendix G). 

.3 I completed site visits to review existing conditions on the following dates: 

a) Delview Secondary: site was visited July 16, 2018 
b) Neilson Grove Elementary: site was visited July 18, 2018 
c) Richardson Elementary: site was visited July 24, 2018 
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5.0 Answers to Questions: 

.1 Q.1. 

a) Preamble 

On page 11 of the CPCN Application (Appendix F) it is stated that the total natural gas 
consumption for the 19 buildings included in the retrofit was 58,607 GJ/Annum with an estimated 
energy waste from plant inefficiencies of 25,114 GJ/Annum. Page 11 of the same document 
states that the Project will reduce the total energy necessary to produce the thermal energy that 
the DSD requires at these 19 buildings by utilizing higher efficiency gas boilers and heat pumps. 

Table 2 part of FEI’s Response to BCUC Confidential Information Request No. 2 dated January 
25, 2012 (Appendix G) there is a pre-retrofit natural gas consumption [GJ] and post-retrofit 

expected gas consumption [GJ]. From this table, the following information can be extracted: 

School 
Pre-retrofit 

NG [GJ] 
Post-retrofit 

NG [GJ] 
Expected NG 

Savings 

Delview Secondary 5093 320 93% 

Neilson Grove Elementary 1121  78 93% 

Richardson Elementary 1891 117 93% 

 
The expected 93% natural gas savings using a combination of high efficiency boilers and heat 
pumps is very aggressive and relies heavily on the usage of the heat pump system to reduce gas 
consumption. 

b) Engineering factors that need to be considered to implement heat pump technology into a 
thermal energy plant. 

i) Heating Temperatures Produced by Heat Pumps. 

Air-to-water heat pumps, as used in Delview Secondary, draw heat from the atmosphere and 
transfer it to a hot water heating system by means of mechanical refrigeration.  

Geothermal heat pumps, as used in Richardson and Neilson Grove Elementary, draw heat 
from the ground and transfer it to a hot water heating system by means of mechanical 
refrigeration.  

From the drawings of (Appendices C, D and E) the heat pumps used in schools were 

designed to operate at the following conditions: 

School 
Entering Water 
Temperature 

Leaving Water 
Temperature 

Delview Secondary 48.8°C 54.4°C 

Neilson Grove Elementary 42.7°C 48.8°C 

Richardson Elementary 37.7°C 41.7°C 

 

The term “leaving water” refers to the water that has been heated by the heat pump and goes 
to heating components in the building such as baseboards, radiant ceiling panels and heating 
coils. 

The term “entering water” refers to the water coming back from the building heating 

components and entering the heat pump to be heated. 

The type of heat pumps used by FAES in the 3 school retrofit projects supplying water 
between 48.8°C and 54.4°C are considered as “low water temperature” units. 
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ii) Heating Distribution Systems 

Heating distribution systems are designed to operate at a certain supply water temperature. 
Heating components such as baseboards, radiant ceiling panels or heating coils are selected 
to provide a capacity that matches the peak heating load. 

For instance, for the 3 schools, the original design temperature from (Appendices C, D and 
E) was 82°C. This meant that all heating components were selected to provide a capacity 

equal to heat the building at peak winter condition of -9°C outdoor temperature. 

The heating capacity of different components in highly dependent on water temperature. 

For example, the following Table 1 illustrates different capacities of heating components at 

water temperatures of 75°C and 43°C. 

TABLE 1 

Heating Element in 
Building 

Heating Capacity at 75°C 
(High temperature) 

Heating Capacity at 43°C 
(Low Temperature 

Hot Water Baseboard 1152 [watts/M] 335 [watts/M] 

Radiant Ceiling Panel 432 [watts/M] 85 [watts/M] 

Heating Coils 1 row is sufficient 2 rows are required  

 
Note: This table is produced from data from the following sources: 

- “Rosemex” baseboards (100 x 100 aluminum fin with 25Ø copper pipe). 
- “Airtex” 750 mm wide radiant panels 
 

If a heating plant that can supply temperatures between 48.8°C and 54.4°C is connected to a 
heating system designed to operate at 82°C it can be seen from the table above, that the 
heating capacities necessary to meet the building heat load will not be achieved and that it is 
necessary to retrofit the heating elements by adding more baseboards/radiant panels and/or 
increase the size of coils in an air handler in order to meet the peak heating load. 

Central plants using lower efficiency boilers such as atmospheric boilers (80% rated 
efficiency) are better suited to high water temperature systems (82˚C and higher). 

Central plants using high efficiency boilers (90% efficiency and higher) and/or heat pumps 
are better suited to low water temperature systems (55˚C and lower). 

In a thermal heating plant that tries to maximize the usage of heat pumps it is crucial that the 
heating elements of the building are sized large enough to work at low temperatures. 

iii) Heating Water Flows and Boiler Loading 

The thermal efficiency of a high efficiency boiler depends on: 

a) The temperature of water entering boiler, and 
b) The percentage of load at which the boiler operates. 

Entering water temperature has the biggest impact on boiler efficiency. 

In order to reduce the entering water temperature, the water flows in a heating system need 
to be reduced at partial building load. A partial load is a heating load lower than the peak 
heating load. Flows are reduced by using variable speed drives on the main heating pumps. 
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The boiler efficiency also increases when operating at partial loads. Lower loads increase the 
efficiency of the boiler. To reduce the load in a boiler, the plant has to use more than one high 
efficiency boiler. The graph above illustrates the effect of return temperature and partial load 
on boiler efficiency. 

In summary, in order to determine if it was possible to achieve the forecasted 93% natural 
gas consumption savings, it would be the standard industry practice to consider the following 
factors in the evaluation and design of the heating system: 

.1 Heat pump supply temperature limits. 

.2 Type of heating distribution system that the heat pump was to be connected to. 

.3 Impact of return temperature and partial load on high efficiency boilers. 

.4 Results from an energy model conducted to ascertain that 93% gas energy savings 
would be possible. 

 
An energy model is a computer model of a building created by using its actual geometry, 
building envelope data, lights, heating and ventilating systems with the purpose to inform the 
designer on energy use or optimization of thermal heating plants. 

.2 Q.2.a 

1) Based on my review of the design drawings indicated under item 4.1, the mechanical systems for 
the three schools are as follows: 

.1 Delview Secondary 

The original central plant consisted of 12 atmospheric boilers of 300 MBH input each with a 
rated thermal efficiency of 80%. 

The heating distribution system consisted of hot water baseboards in the classroom and 
central air handlers with 1 row heating coils to provide ventilation.  

The original central plant was a high temperature system designed to operate at 82°C water 
temperature. 

The retrofit consisted of keeping 6 of the existing atmospheric boilers installed in 1969, and 
adding a single 850 MBH input high efficiency boiler plus two 30 tons air-to-water heat 
pumps. 

Each heat pump had a capacity of 436 MBH at -1.1°C outside air temperature.  

FAES did not make any changes to the heating distribution system. 

As boilers accumulate operating hours, there is wear and tear of the different parts of the 
units which lowers the boiler efficiency. The retrofit was completed around 2013 and there is 
no evidence that after 44 years of service there was a detailed audit of the units to 
demonstrate the boilers would operate at the rated efficiency. 

.2 Richardson Elementary 

The original central plant consisted of 6 atmospheric boilers of 300 MBH input each with a 
rated thermal efficiency of 80%. 

The heating distribution system consisted of radiant ceiling panels in the classroom and 
central air handlers with 1 row heating coils to provide ventilation. 

The original central plant was a high temperature system designed to operate at 82°C water 
temperature. 
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The retrofit consisted of keeping 3 of the existing atmospheric boilers installed in 1999 and 
adding a single 500 MBH input high efficiency boiler and a single 30 tons water-to-water 
geothermal heat pump. 

Heat pump has a capacity of 300 MBH at -1.1°C geothermal loop entering water temperature. 

FAES did not make any changes to the heating distribution system. 

There is no evidence that the existing boilers were retrofitted or serviced prior to the start-up 
of energy retrofit project. 

.3 Neilson Grove Elementary 

The original central plant consisted of 6 atmospheric boilers of 400 MBH input each with a 
rated thermal efficiency of 80%. 

The heating distribution system consisted of a central air handling system with zone reheat 
coils. All coils are single row. 

The retrofit consisted of keeping all six of the 400 MBH atmospheric boilers installed in 2000 
and adding a single 30 tons water-to-water geothermal heat pump. 

The original central plant was a high-temperature system designed to operate at 82˚C. 

Heat pump has a capacity of 270 MBH. 

FAES did not make any changes to the heating distribution system. 

There is no evidence that the existing boilers were retrofitted or serviced prior to the start-up 
of energy retrofit project. 

2) Findings 

a) Heat Pump Capacity Contribution 

The following Table 2 summarizes the installed capacities before and after the retrofit and the 

percentage contribution by the heat pumps at each school: 

Table 2 

School Heating 
Capacity 
Before 
Retrofit 

Heating Capacity after Retrofit Capacity 
Contribution 
from Heat 
Pump 

Delview 
Secondary 

12 boilers @ 
300 MBH = 
3600 MBH 

- Six boilers @ 300 MBH = 1800 MBH 
- One high efficiency boiler = 850 MBH 
- Two air-to-water heat pumps = 872 MBH 
- Total = 3522 MBH 

Cap =   872 
 3522 
 =  25% 

Richardson 
Elementary 

Six boilers @ 
300 MBH = 
1800 MBH 

- Three boilers @ 300 MBH = 900 MBH 
- One high efficiency boiler = 500 MBH 
- Heat pumps = 300 MBH 
- Total = 1700 MBH  

Cap =   300 
 1700 
 =  18% 

Neilson 
Grove 
Elementary 

Six boilers @ 
400 MBH = 
2400 MBH 

- Six boilers @ 400 MBH = 2400 MBH 
- Heat pump = 270 MBH 

 

Cap =   270 
 2400 
 =  13% 
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Based on Table 2 from (Appendix G) the expected reduction in natural gas [GJ] 

consumption was 93% for all 3 schools. 

FAES did not appear to do an energy model. However, it is apparent that heat pump capacity 
contributions of 13 to 25% would not provide the 93% of natural gas savings forecasted by 
FAES. A detailed energy model for each of the schools would have shown the actual material 
that could be expected for the project gas consumption savings. 

b) Atmospheric Boilers (80% rated efficiency) Contribution 

The retrofit project kept all or most of the original atmospheric boilers in the central plant. The 
heating capacity contribution from the atmospheric boilers for each of the schools after the 
retrofit was: 

Delview Secondary: 1800 MBH / 3522 MBH = 51% 
Richardson Elementary: 900 MBH / 1700 MBH = 53% 
Neilson Grove Elementary: 2400-270 MBH / 2400 = 89% 

These values are calculated using data Table 2 above. 

High contribution from atmospheric boilers and low contribution from heat pumps make it not 
possible to achieve the forecasted 93% natural gas savings.  

.3 Q.2.b. 

.1 The technical submissions from FAES do not explain in detail how the 93% natural gas savings 
were supposed to be achieved. It is my opinion that to determine this level of savings FAES 
should have completed an energy model for each of the schools to analyze the operation of the 
atmospheric boilers, high efficiency boilers and heat pumps. This is a standard industry practice 
for the design of thermal heating plants using a combination of boilers and heat pumps. 

.2 It is my opinion that achieving the forecasted 93% natural gas consumption savings was not 
possible in the schools that I examined because: 

a) The heating distribution systems for the 3 schools were not changed. These systems were 
originally designed as high temperature system which meant the heat pumps, due to their 
temperature limitations, could not provide enough hours of operation in the heating season 
leading to significant reliance on boilers. 

b) The central plant at each school lacked elements like variable speed drives in pumps to 
facilitate flow reduction at lower loads in order to maximize efficiency of the high efficiency 
boilers. Refer to item 5.1.b.iii. 

c) The efficiency of the high efficiency boilers was reduced by failing to include more than one 
boiler. Refer to item 5.1.b.iii. 

.3 According to standard industry practice, it is my opinion that FAES should have known of the 
items mentioned above and that it should have determined whether a full heating system retrofit 
may be needed to meet the natural gas reduction targets. 

 
Yours very truly, 
MCW Consultants Ltd. 

 
 
 
G.A. Willie Perez, P.Eng., LEED AP 
Partner 
 
WP / pm 
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Appendix G 
 

FORTIS BC APPLICATION FILED CONFIDENTIALLY 
 



Tab 1

		Appendix C, Attachment 1, Tab 1

		Calculation of Original Projected Cost of Service - Adjusted for Fuel Rate Variances



				Original Projected Cost of Service

						Source		2012/13		2013/14		2014/15		2015/16		2016/17		2017/18		2018/19

				Cost of Natural Gas		Note 1		$   72		$   109		$   117		$   124		$   132		$   141		$   148

				Cost of Electricity				$   67		$   215		$   227		$   234		$   240		$   247		$   254

				Operation and Maintenance				$   244		$   249		$   254		$   259		$   264		$   269		$   419

				Property Taxes				$   6		$   3		$   6		$   10		$   12		$   13		$   13

				Depreciation Expense				$   224		$   223		$   223		$   225		$   227		$   227		$   227

				Amortization Expense				-$   29		-$   46		-$   46		-$   45		-$   45		-$   45		-$   45

				Income Taxes				-$   251		-$   469		-$   181		-$   50		$   17		$   63		$   83

				Earned Return				$   253		$   402		$   389		$   382		$   374		$   360		$   346

				Total Cost of Service				$   585		$   687		$   988		$   1,139		$   1,221		$   1,274		$   1,446



				Thermal Energy MWh		Note 2		4,523		10,605		10,605		10,605		10,605		10,605		10,605

				Unit Cost of Service $ / MWh				$   129		$   65		$   93		$   107		$   115		$   120		$   136

				Actual Gas Consumption GJ		Note 3		1,887		25,593		22,812		27,205		32,905		32,154		31,344

				Actual Gas Cost $000s		Note 4		$   23		$   249		$   228		$   247		$   235		$   252		$   244

				Unit Cost of Natural Gas Fuel $/GJ				$   12		$   10		$   10		$   9		$   7		$   8		$   8



				Original Projected Gas GJ		Note 5		9,715		13,255		13,255		13,255		13,255		13,255		13,255

				Revised Gas Cost $000s				$   118		$   129		$   132		$   120		$   95		$   104		$   103





				Actual Electricity MWh		Note 6		3		335		287		233		359		309		301

				Actual Electricity Cost $000s		Note 7		$   - 0		$   34		$   31		$   26		$   33		$   32		$   31

				Unit Cost of Electricity $ per MWh				$   100

Will: Will:
Electrical cost rounded to $0, so can't calculate a value. Assume $100 per MWh. 		$   101		$   108		$   112		$   92		$   104		$   103



				Original Projected Electricity MWh		Note 8		996		3,095		3,095		3,095		3,095		3,095		3,095

				Revised Electricity Cost $000s				100		314		334		345		285		321		319



				Original Projected Cost of Service $000s				$   585		$   687		$   988		$   1,139		$   1,221		$   1,274		$   1,446

				Remove Original Gas Cost $000s				-$   72		-$   109		-$   117		-$   124		-$   132		-$   141		-$   148

				Add Adjusted Gas Cost $000s				$   118		$   129		$   132		$   120		$   95		$   104		$   103

				Remove Original Electric Cost $000s				-$   67		-$   215		-$   227		-$   234		-$   240		-$   247		-$   254

				Add Adjusted Electric Cost $000s				$   100		$   314		$   334		$   345		$   285		$   321		$   319

				Revised Cost of Service $000s				$   664		$   806		$   1,111		$   1,247		$   1,228		$   1,310		$   1,465



				Original Projected Thermal Energy MWh				4,523		10,605		10,605		10,605		10,605		10,605		10,605

				Unit Cost of Service - Original Projection - Updated for Fuel Cost Variances $ per MWh				$   147		$   76		$   105		$   118		$   116		$   124		$   138









Tab 2

		Appendix C, Attachment 1, Tab 2

		Calculation of Actuals and Updated Forecast, excluding DDA Amortization





								Actuals		Actuals		Actuals		Actuals		Actuals		Forecast		Forecast

						Source		2012/13		2013/14		2014/15		2015/16		2016/17		2017/18		2018/19

				Cost of Natural Gas $000s		Note 9		$   23		$   249		$   228		$   247		$   235		$   252		$   244

				Cost of Electricity $000s				$   - 0		$   34		$   31		$   26		$   33		$   32		$   31

				O&M $000s				$   3		$   129		$   153		$   224		$   263		$   210		$   250

				Property Taxes $000s				$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Depreciation $000s				$   7		$   118		$   179		$   185		$   185		$   187		$   191

				Income Taxes $000s				$   31		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

				Earned Return $000s				$   - 0		$   333		$   437		$   415		$   437		$   390		$   398

				DDA Amortization $000s				$   - 0		$   1		$   20		$   73		$   131		$   302		$   414

				Total Cost of Service $000s				$   64		$   864		$   1,048		$   1,170		$   1,284		$   1,373		$   1,528



				Total CoS ex DDA Amortization $000s				$   64		$   863		$   1,028		$   1,097		$   1,153		$   1,071		$   1,114



				Actual Thermal Energy MWh		Note 10		673		4,626		5,006		5,818		6,893		6,672		6,504

				Unit Cost of Service Excluding DDA Amortization $ per MWh				$   95		$   187		$   205		$   189		$   167		$   161		$   171





Tab 3

		Appendix C, Attachment 1, Tab 3

		Table and Chart

						2012/13		2013/14		2014/15		2015/16		2016/17		2017/18		2018/19

				A - Original Projection		$   129		$   65		$   93		$   107		$   115		$   120		$   136

				B - Original Projection - Adjusted for Fuel Rate Variances		$   147		$   76		$   105		$   118		$   116		$   124		$   138

				C - Actuals and Updated Forecast, excluding DDA Amortzation		$   95		$   187		$   205		$   189		$   167		$   161		$   171

				C / B		65%		246%		196%		160%		144%		130%		124%



Actuals and Updated Forecast, excluding DDA Amortization [C	]	2012/13	2013/14	2014/15	2015/16	2016/17	2017/18	2018/19	95.096582466567611	186.55425853869434	205.35357570914903	188.55276727397731	167.27114463948934	160.51956180407802	171.27548412557371	Original Projection 	- Adjusted for Fuel Rate Variances [B	]	2012/13	2013/14	2014/15	2015/16	2016/17	2017/18	2018/19	146.83135442073092	75.986375389472386	104.80466053636081	117.61729688079126	115.84111892877407	123.57378107011938	138.15449709839541	Original Projection [A	]	2012/13	2013/14	2014/15	2015/16	2016/17	2017/18	2018/19	129.4019349	1681103	64.774776073897428	93.194228423117337	107.43666874645741	115.16860801580827	120.14338577659129	136.31313662336191	

$ per MWh











Tab 4

		Appendix C, Attachment 1, Tab 4

		Waterfall chart of sources of variance for 2016/17





				Values for 2016/17 Excluding Amortization of DDA



						Original Projection				Actuals

				Cost of Natural Gas		$   132				235

				Cost of Electricity		$   240				33

				Operation and Maintenance		$   264				263

				Property Taxes		$   12				- 0

				Depreciation Expense		$   227				185

				Amortization Expense		-$   45				- 0

				Income Taxes		$   17				- 0

				Earned Return		$   374				437

						$   1,221				$   1,153



				Sales MWh		10,605				6,893



				Unit Cost of Service Excluding DDA Amortization		$   115				$   167





				Fuel Cost per Thermal Energy MWh		$   35				$   39



				Actual Cost of Service, if Load Matched Original Forecast						$   1,297



						Incremental Cost $000s		Incremental Cost per MWh		Cumulative Cost per MWh

				Base Number		$   1,221		$   115		$   115

				Fixed Cost Changes		$   36		$   3		$   119

				Fuel Rate Changes		$   7		$   1		$   119

				Dispatch Changes		$   33		$   3		$   122

				Reduced Load		-$   144		$   45		$   167

						$   1,153		$   167



				Waterfall Chart Values

						CPCN Projection, 2016/17		Fixed Cost Changes		Fuel Rate Changes		Dispatch Changes		Variance in Load		Actual, 2016/17

								$   115		$   119		$   119		$   122

						$   115

								$   3

										$   1

												$   3

														$   45

																$   167



				Values for 2016/17 Including Amortization of DDA and Other Rate Impacts

						Original Projection		Source

				Cost of Service Before DDA Amortization		$   1,221

				DDA Amortization		$   238		Note 11

				SD 37 Rate Discount		-$   188		Note 12

						$   1,271

				Thermal Energy MWh		10,605

				Effective Rate		$   120

						Actuals

				Cost of Service Before DDA Amortization		$   1,153

				DDA Amortization		$   131		Note 13

				Prior Year Rate Rider Discount		$   109		Note 14

				SD 37 Rate Discount		-$   124		Note 15

						$   1,269

				Thermal Energy MWh		6,893

				Effective Rate		$   184

				Effective Rate Variance		54%



CPCN Projection, 2016/17	Fixed Cost Changes	Fuel Rate Changes	Dispatch Changes	Variance in Load	Actual, 2016/17	115.16860801580827	118.53564678437152	119.2081576973373	122.33378947915726	CPCN Projection, 2016/17	Fixed Cost Cha	nges	Fuel Rate Changes	Dispatch Changes	Variance in Load	Actual, 2016/17	115.16860801580827	CPCN Projection, 2016/17	Fixed Cost Changes	Fuel Rate Changes	Dispatch Changes	Variance in Load	Actual, 2016/17	3.3670387685632477	CPCN Projection, 2016/17	Fixed Cost Changes	Fuel Rate Changes	Dispatch Changes	Variance in Load	Actual, 2016/17	0.6725109129657767	CPCN Projection, 2016/17	Fixed Cost Changes	Fuel Rate Changes	Dispatch Changes	Variance in Load	Actual, 2016/17	3.1256317818199619	CPCN Projection, 2016/17	Fixed Cost Changes	Fuel Rate Changes	Dispatch Changes	Variance in Load	Actual, 2016/17	44.937355160332046	CPCN Projection, 2016/17	Fixed Cost Changes	Fuel Rate Changes	Dispatch Changes	Variance in Load	Actual, 2016/17	167.27114463948931	CPCN Projection, 2016/17	Fixed Cost Changes	Fuel Rate Changes	Dispatch Changes	Variance in Load	Actual, 2016/17	

$ per MWh









Tab 5 - Notes

		Appendix C, Attachment 1, Tab 5

		Notes

				Note

				1		Original CPCN Application, Exhibit B-1, Appendix D, "Cost of Service" tab, cells B10:H21

				2		Original CPCN Application, Exhibit B-1, Appendix D, "Rate Design" tab, row 9

				3		Current Proceeding, Exhibit B-1-1, Appendix A, Schedule 3, row 4

				4		Current Proceeding, Exhibit B-1-1, Appendix A, Schedule 3, row 11

				5		Original CPCN Application, Exhibit B-1, Appendix D, "Cost of Natural Gas" tab, row 14

				6		Current Proceeding, Exhibit B-1-1, Appendix A, Schedule 4, row 3

				7		Current Proceeding, Exhibit B-1-1, Appendix A, Schedule 4, row 8 (schedule was mislabeled with two row 8s)

				8		Original CPCN Application, Exhibit B-1, Appendix D, "Cost of Electricity" tab, row 14

				9		Current Proceeding, Exhibit B-1-1, Appendix A, Table 3 (p 6). Actual values for each year and category, except for 2017/18 "Actual / Forecast" and 2018/19 "Forecast"

				10		Current Proceeding, Exhibit B-1-1, Appendix A, Table 3 (p 6), Thermal Energy Sales, Actual Values for each year except for 2017/18 "Actual / Forecast" and 2018/19 "Forecast"

				11		Original CPCN Application, Exhibit B-1, Appendix D, "Rate Design" tab, cell G22

				12		Original CPCN Application, Exhibit B-1, Appendix D, "Rate Design" tab, cell G27

				13		Current Proceeding, Exhibit B-1-1, Appendix A, Table 3 (p 6), Amortization of Deferral Account, Actual value for 2016/17

				14		Current Proceeding, Exhibit B-1-1, Appendix A, Table 3 (p 6), Prior Year Rate Rider Discount, Forecast value for 2016/17. No Actual was provided so I have used the Forecast value. 

				15		Current Proceeding, Exhibit B-1-1, Appendix A, Table 3 (p 6), Prior Year Rate Rider Discount, Forecast value for 2017/18. No actual value for 2016/17 was provided, so I have used the forecast from the subsequent year (which should reflect the actual 2016/17 discount)






Tab 1

		Appendix D, Attachment 2, Tab 1

		Calculation of original thermal energy output and COP assumptions for heat pump-based systems. 



				See Note 1 for source of below information

														Fuel Inputs

				Facility		Heat Pump System Y/N				Thermal Energy Output MWh				Elec GJ		Gas GJ				Elec MWh		Gas MWh		Total MWh

				Annieville Elementary School		N				402				116		1,557				32		433		465

				Beach Grove Elementary School		N				221				64		849				18		236		253

				Chalmers Elementary School		N				397				114		1,525				32		424		455

				Cliff Drive Elementary School		N				351				101		1,349				28		375		403

				Delta Manor Centre		Y				373				517		124				144		34		178

				Delta Secondary School		Y				1,718				2,142		1,175				595		326		921

				Delview Secondary School		Y				905				1,124		341				312		95		407

				English Bluff Elementary School		Y				440				604		181				168		50		218

				Heath Elementary School		N				282				81		1,083				23		301		324

				Holly Elementary School		N				293				84		1,128				23		313		337

				Ladner Elementary School		N				284				82		1,090				23		303		326

				Neilson Grove Elementary School		Y				222				306		86				85		24		109

				North Delta Secondary School		Y				1,079				1,363		397				379		110		489

				Pinewood Elementary School		Y				427				589		156				164		43		207

				Richardson Elementary		Y				363				505		119				140		33		173

				School Board Office		Y				255				375		84				104		23		128

				South Delta Secondary School		Y				1,816				2,283		506				634		140		774

				South Park Elementary School		Y				426				591		152				164		42		207

				Tilbury Maintenance Facility		N				352				101		1,353				28		376		404

				Total						10,605				11,142		13,255				3,095		3,682		6,777



										Thermal Energy Output MWh				Elec GJ		Gas GJ				Elec MWh		Gas MWh		Total MWh

				Heat Pump Systems						8,023				10,399		3,320				2,889		922		3,811

				Other Systems						2,582				744		9,934				207		2,760		2,966

				Total						10,605				11,142		13,255				3,095		3,682		6,777



				Other Systems Thermal Energy Output MWh						2,582

				Other Systems Gas Input MWh						2,760

				Other Systems Boiler Efficiency						93.6%

				Total Gas Input MWh						3,682

				Gas Boiler Efficiency						93.6%

				Total Gas Boiler Thermal Energy Output MWh						3,444

				Total Thermal Energy Output MWh						10,605

				Heat Pump Output						7,160

				Heat Pump Systems Electricity Input MWh						2,889

				Heat Pump Systems COP						2.48





Tab 2

		Appendix D, Attachment 2, Tab 2

		Calculation of Forecast Levelized Cost of Energy from Heat Pump Systems as of Original CPCN Application



								Source		2012/13		2013/14		2014/15		2015/16		2016/17		2017/18		2018/19		2019/20		2020/21		2021/22		2022/23		2023/24		2024/25		2025/26		2026/27		2027/28		2028/29		2029/30		2030/31		2031/32

						Total Electricity MWh		Note 2		996		3,095		3,095		3,095		3,095		3,095		3,095		3,095		3,095		3,095		3,095		3,095		3,095		3,095		3,095		3,095		3,095		3,095		3,095		3,095

						Excluded Electricity MWh		Calculated on Tab 1		66		207		207		207		207		207		207		207		207		207		207		207		207		207		207		207		207		207		207		207



						HP System Electricity MWh				929		2,889		2,889		2,889		2,889		2,889		2,889		2,889		2,889		2,889		2,889		2,889		2,889		2,889		2,889		2,889		2,889		2,889		2,889		2,889

						Electricity $ per MWh		Calculated on Tab 4		$   - 0		$   101		$   108		$   112		$   92		$   95		$   95		$   98		$   100		$   103		$   107		$   110		$   113		$   116		$   120		$   124		$   127		$   131		$   135		$   139

						HP System Electricity Cost $000s				- 0		293		312		322		266		274		274		282		290		299		308		317		327		336		347		357		368		379		390		402



						Incremental Capital Costs

						Mechanical Room Piping

Will: Will:
Unknown				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

						Heat Pumps		Note 3		688		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

						Intrasystem Piping

Will: Will:
Unknown		

Will: Will:
Unknown				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

						Loop Field		Note 4		446		2,183		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

						HP System Capital $000s				1,134		2,183		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0



						Total O&M $000s		Note 5		244		249		254		259		264		269		419		283		289		295		301		307		313		463		328		335		342		348		355		362

				25%		Assumed Heat Pump O&M $000s		Note 6		$   61		$   62		$   63		$   65		$   66		$   67		$   105		$   71		$   72		$   74		$   75		$   77		$   78		$   116		$   82		$   84		$   85		$   87		$   89		$   91



						HP System Capital $000s				$   1,134		$   2,183		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

						Heat Pump System O&M $000s				$   61		$   62		$   63		$   65		$   66		$   67		$   105		$   71		$   72		$   74		$   75		$   77		$   78		$   116		$   82		$   84		$   85		$   87		$   89		$   91

						HP System Electricity Cost $000s				$   - 0		$   293		$   312		$   322		$   266		$   274		$   274		$   282		$   290		$   299		$   308		$   317		$   327		$   336		$   347		$   357		$   368		$   379		$   390		$   402

						Total Unlevered Cost $000s				$   1,195		$   2,538		$   375		$   387		$   332		$   341		$   378		$   353		$   362		$   373		$   383		$   394		$   405		$   452		$   429		$   441		$   453		$   466		$   479		$   492



						COP		Calculated on Tab 1		2.48

						HP System Thermal Energy Output MWh				2,303		7,160		7,160		7,160		7,160		7,160		7,160		7,160		7,160		7,160		7,160		7,160		7,160		7,160		7,160		7,160		7,160		7,160		7,160		7,160

						Discount Rate		Note 7		7.1%

						PV Cost				$   6,735

						PV Energy				70,748

						Levelized Cost				$   95		per MWh





Tab 3

		Appendix D, Attachment 2, Tab 3

		Calculation of Updated Levelized Cost of Energy from Heat Pump Systems based on Updated Information as of 2018 Application



								Source		2012/13		2013/14		2014/15		2015/16		2016/17		2017/18		2018/19		2019/20		2020/21		2021/22		2022/23		2023/24		2024/25		2025/26		2026/27		2027/28		2028/29		2029/30		2030/31		2031/32

						Total Electricity MWh		Note 8		3		335		287		233		359		309		301		301		301		301		301		301		301		301		301		301		301		301		301		301

						Excluded Electricity MWh		Note 9		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0



						HP System Electricity MWh				3		335		287		233		359		309		301		301		301		301		301		301		301		301		301		301		301		301		301		301

						Electricity $ per MWh		Calculated on Tab 4		$   - 0		$   101		$   108		$   112		$   92		$   95		$   95		$   98		$   100		$   103		$   107		$   110		$   113		$   116		$   120		$   124		$   127		$   131		$   135		$   139

						HP System Electricity Cost $000s				- 0		34		31		26		33		29		29		29		30		31		32		33		34		35		36		37		38		39		41		42



						Incremental Capital Costs

						Mechanical Room Piping

Will: Will:
Unknown				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

						Heat Pumps		Note 10		688		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

						Intrasystem Piping

Will: Will:
Unknown		

Will: Will:
Unknown				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

						Loop Field		Note 11		1,017		998		29		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

						HP System Capital $000s				1,705		998		29		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0



						Total O&M $000s		Note 12		3		129		153		224		263		210		250		255		260		265		271		276		282		287		293		299		305		311		317		323

				25%		Assumed Heat Pump O&M $000s		Note 13		$   1		$   32		$   38		$   56		$   66		$   53		$   63		$   64		$   65		$   66		$   68		$   69		$   70		$   72		$   73		$   75		$   76		$   78		$   79		$   81



						HP System Capital $000s				$   1,705		$   998		$   29		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

						Heat Pump System O&M $000s				$   1		$   32		$   38		$   56		$   66		$   53		$   63		$   64		$   65		$   66		$   68		$   69		$   70		$   72		$   73		$   75		$   76		$   78		$   79		$   81

						HP System Electricity Cost $000s				$   - 0		$   34		$   31		$   26		$   33		$   29		$   29		$   29		$   30		$   31		$   32		$   33		$   34		$   35		$   36		$   37		$   38		$   39		$   41		$   42

						Total Unlevered Cost $000s				$   1,705		$   1,064		$   98		$   82		$   99		$   82		$   91		$   93		$   95		$   97		$   100		$   102		$   104		$   107		$   109		$   112		$   114		$   117		$   120		$   123



						COP		Calculated on Tab 1		2.48

						HP System Thermal Energy Output MWh				7		830		711		578		890		766		746		746		746		746		746		746		746		746		746		746		746		746		746		746

						Discount Rate		Note 14		7.1%

						PV Cost				$   3,383

						PV Energy				7,188

						Levelized Cost				$   471		per MWh





Tab 4

		Appendix D, Attachment 2, Tab 4

		Calculation of Actual Electricity Costs to Date, and Updated Forecast of Effective Rate

						Source		2012/13		2013/14		2014/15		2015/16		2016/17		2017/18		2018/19

				Electricity MWh		Note 15		3		335		287		233		359		359		359

				Electricity Cost $000s		Note 16		$   0		$   34		$   31		$   26		$   33		$   34		$   34

				Effective Rate per MWh				Unknown		$   101		$   108		$   112		$   92		$   95		$   95





								2012/13		2013/14		2014/15		2015/16		2016/17		2017/18		2018/19		2019/20		2020/21		2021/22		2022/23		2023/24		2024/25		2025/26		2026/27		2027/28		2028/29		2029/30		2030/31		2031/32

				Actual / Projected Effective Rate per MWh		Note 17		Unknown		$   101		$   108		$   112		$   92		$   95		$   95		$   98		$   100		$   103		$   107		$   110		$   113		$   116		$   120		$   124		$   127		$   131		$   135		$   139









Tab 5 - Notes

		Appendix D, Attachment 2, Tab 5

		Notes

				Note

				1		Original CPCN Application, Exhibit B-1, Appendix D, "Energy System Summary" tab. The facility names and Project fuel consumption amounts are in C3:C21, and W3:X21. Thermal energy output is in H2:H21. I identified the facilities with heat pump systems using the information in column AA. Where efficiency is greater than 100%, the site has a heat pump-based system. 

				2		Original CPCN Application, Exhibit B-1, Appendix D, "Cost of Electricity" tab, row 14. 

				3		The original CPCN Application did not break out heat pump costs from the total pump costs, so I have used information provided by FAES in a later proceeding on the heat pump capital cost. See 2015/16 Proceeding, Exhibit B-6, page 9, line 32. 

				4		Original CPCN Application, Exhibit B-1, Appendix D, "Gross Plant in Service" tab, row 22. I have converted these values from cumulative capital, to incremental capital in each year. 

				5		Original CPCN Application, Exhibit B-1, Appendix D, "Cost of Service" tab, row 14. 

				6		In the absence of more detail on how much of the O&M costs are for the heat pump based systems, I have assumed 25% of total O&M costs are for heat pump based systems. I consider this a lower-bound estimate. 

				7		Original CPCN Application, Exhibit B-1, Appendix D, "Inputs" tab, cell C71. 

				8		Current Proceeding, Exhibit B-1-1, Appendix A, Schedule 4, row 3. I have assumed that electricity use remains constant from 2018/19 going forward. 

				9		As shown in Current Proceeding Exhibit B-3, Attachment 1.4, "Electricity" tab, all electricity use included in the cost of service is associated with the non-heat pump sites so I have assumed that all electricity consumption is associated with the heat pump systems. 

				10		2015/16 Proceeding, Exhibit B-6, page 9, line 32. 

				11		Current Proceeding, Exhibit B-1-1, Appendix A, Schedule 9, row 7

				12		Current Proceeding, Exhibit B-1-1, Appendix A, Schedule 2, row 5. For years 2019/20 and beyond, I have taken the 2018/19 forecast and escalated it at 2% per year. 

				13		In the absence of more detail on how much of the O&M costs are for the heat pump based systems, I have assumed 25% of total O&M costs are for heat pump based systems. I consider this a lower-bound estimate. 

				14		Original CPCN Application, Exhibit B-1, Appendix D, "Inputs" tab, cell C71. 

				15		Current Proceeding, Exhibit B-1-1, Appendix A, Schedule 4, row 3. 

				16		Current Proceeding, Exhibit B-1-1, Appendix A, Schedule 4, row 8. Note, two rows are labeled 8. Values are from the second row labeled 8. 

				17		I have calculated the effective rate for each year of actual operations (except for the first year, as the values provided produce an error). For 2019/20 and years beyond, I have assumed 3% escalation per year in the 2018/19 effective rate. 







